
Some help with monitoring and evaluation

Reviewing your EPS Recycling program – how well is it working?

What are you reviewing?
When you review your program, it is likely that you will be seeking the answer to one of two questions:
 1. How well has my program worked to date?

  This is called summative evaluation.
 2. What can I do to make the program more effective?

  This is called formative evaluation.

Sometimes you want the answers to both questions. 
This process is called evaluation and it involves collecting judgments, measures or observations about how the 
program operates and the effect it is having. The more objective these are, the better the evaluation process

Key behavioural outcomes 
There are some key behaviour outcomes that your EPS Recycling program is seeking: increased collection and 
recycling of EPS; avoiding buying products that have excessive polystyrene packaging; and reusing expanded 
plastic packaging. All of these require people to do something differently.

Key collection outcomes
There are some outcomes of your EPS Recycling program that specifi cally require monitoring of the amount of 
EPS collected and recycled. This is quantitative information only.

A fi nal word
Unless you review your program, you won’t improve it. In an emerging area like EPS Recycling, you have to learn 
as you go and it is crucial to the success and growth of the program that it is reviewed fully.

Program Logic – a recommended approach
The Program Logic model is recommended in the MERI Toolkit and the NSW publications (listed below) as the 
organising framework for monitoring and evaluation activity. This model serves as a roadmap for a project or a 
program planning that informs effective evaluation/monitoring.

Undertaking evaluation using program logic
The fi rst step in designing evaluation is to identify the key outcomes that are sought from your EPS Recycling 
Project, (see above) and then set out a logical chain of cause and effect between program or project activities 
and the expected outcomes of these activities. The ‘logic’ or reasoning process is based on: if you do this, then 
you expect that to happen; and when that happens, then you expect that to happen, etc. This thinking helps you 
to check that what will be delivered at the end of the program will make a difference to the needs that you have 
identifi ed at its inception.
Program Logic is an approach to project planning which expresses how change is expected to occur as a result 
of project activities. Program logic provides: 

• a tool to guide planning at the conceptual stage of the program 
• a way to share understanding and ownership among members of a team and with stakeholders 
• a tool for clarifying and evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of a program, often when it is in the 



development or re-development phase 
• a framework from which to develop monitoring and evaluation criteria for program performance 
• a tool to inform learning and adaptation of strategies to improve program performance 
• a communication tool, particularly for complex programs, to inform partners, the community and investors.

How do you determine ‘logic’?
One method of determining your project’s ‘logic’ is to develop an outcome hierarchy. An outcome hierarchy sets 
out the thinking that describes what a program is intended to do. An outcome hierarchy can be developed and 
used at any stage of a program’s lifespan. However it is best constructed during the project development phase. 
The ascending hierarchy of outcomes describes a logical chain of cause and effect from identifi ed Needs through 
to Ultimate Outcomes. The template below indicates what is included in an Outcomes Hierarchy. Essentially 
getting the Outcomes and the Evaluation Questions right is the most important fi rst step.
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How do you fi nd out?
Depending on the question you want answered and the outcome you are seeking, you do different things. The 
following hints maybe useful for those reviewing their EPS or other programs and collecting information about how 
they are working.

Data collection options
Below are some hints for selecting data collection mechanisms for assessing behavioural outcomes.

Mechanism Best Used Don’t use

Written survey Written surveys are effective data collection methods 
when people have time to complete them. For 
example: after workshops, but not in shopping 
centres.
On-line/electronic surveys are particularly useful for 
collecting data about EPS recycling because it can 
be quantifi ed and calculations can be done, graphs 
easily produced etc.

Unless translated versions of 
the survey can be provided, 
these don’t work well with 
Culturally and Linguistically 
Diverse (CALD) communities.
Also reading age is often a 
problem with written surveys. 
Careful testing in the design 
phase is important.

Telephone survey Telephone surveys are useful when randomised 
samples are required or data has to be drawn from 
a specifi c population group; for example, all people 
who purchased a product with EPS packaging from 
a particular store. Many potential respondents do not 
respond well to ‘cold calls’ wanting survey data.

These do not give the 
opportunity for the respondent 
to give an in-depth response. 
Often seen as intrusive and 
would be very ‘hit or miss’ 
in EPS programs because 
it comes into people’s lives 
sporadically.

Interviews
one-on-one (phone 
or in person)

These methods are best used when in-depth 
information is required. Interviews with key informants 
who can provide a broad informed view are useful; 
for example, in an EPS program, a shopping centre 
manager.

Not useful if quantitative data 
is required. Costs time to get 
the data. Phone is less costly 
than face-to-face but depth of 
response is sacrifi ced.

Documenting group 
processes

This is an excellent method when the outcome to be 
measured relates to the quality of a partnership or the 
nature of the interactions in a group/sector.

Limited utility for measuring 
most outcomes for EPS 
Recycling.

Project records These are very useful for backing up the responses 
received from other means.

Limited if the quality of record 
keeping is poor.

Hints for collecting monitoring data
Monitoring the amount of EPS collected and recycled is easier than measuring behaviour. As long as systems are 
in place to weigh and measure the EPS as raw material and after it has been compacted, then it should be easy 



to identify measures relating to recycling and reduction of EPS to landfi ll. All organisations involved in the NSW 
EPA Expanded Plastics Recycling program are adept at reviewing their program summatively in this way. This data 
will not provide information about people’s behaviour and what prompts them to deliver EPS to drop-off facilities.

Some helpful documents on Evaluation
• Funnell S, Rogers P. 2011, Purposeful Program Theory: Effective Use of Theories of Change and Logic 

Models, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco CA USA.
• MERI Toolkit. Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts, Canberra ACT. 2008.Linkhttp://

www.nrm.gov.au/funding/previous/meri/meri-toolkit.html
• Roughley A. 2009, Developing and Using Program Logic in NRM: User Guide, Department of Water, 

Heritage and the Arts, Canberra, ACT, and Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, Canberra, 
ACT. Link http://nrmonline.nrm.gov.au/catalog/mql:2164

• Guide to Using Research in Sustainability Programs, Department of Climate Change NSW, 2009. 
(Note: now Offi ce of Environment and Heritage) This publication assists practitioners to engage with 
both social research and evaluation issues. Link http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/
research/0993SustResearch.pdf

• Does Your Project Make a Difference? A guide to evaluating environmental education projects and 
programs. Department of Environment and Conservation NSW, 2004. (Note: now Offi ce of Environment 
and Heritage) Link http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/community/projecteval04110.pdf

• Global Reporting Initiative Framework, St James Ethics Centre 2008. Link
• https://www.globalreporting.org/reporting/reporting-framework-overview/Pages/default.aspx
• Wadsworth Y. 1997, Everyday Evaluation on the Run, 2nd edition, Allen &Unwin, St Leonards NSW, 

Australia
• Funnell S. 1997, Program Logic: An Adaptable Tool for Designing and Evaluating Programs. Evaluation 

News and Comment: the magazine of the Australasian Evaluation Societyvol 6, no 1. 

Journal articles on evaluation
The following are extracts from articles printed in WME (Waste Management and Environment), which provide 
additional information about evaluation and monitoring. They are reproduced here with the kind permission of 
WME.

Everyone says it is great, but is it really working? 

Grahame Collier, WME, September 2012
Grahame Collier examines a common problem faced by sustainable businesses, evaluating change.
For many of us working in the sustainability business, the fi rst challenge we face is trying to make change happen. 
Often, an even greater challenge, is trying to measure whether it did happen and if our project/policy/incentive 
really sparked the change that was intended.
It seems pretty normal in our business to ‘do things’ but to not really evaluate them. Then we talk a lot about how 
important it is to evaluate, but we still don’t do it. It would seem that we have embraced a culture of urgency or 
‘just do it’, where activity is the mantra and fi nding out whether it works to address our intention is of secondary 
importance. This criticism does not apply to everyone and there are some good examples of the evaluation of 
sustainability programs about, but failure to evaluate occurs more often than it should.



Our evaluation jitters
Many highly competent program managers get jittery when asked, ‘How do you know it worked?’ The jitters seem 
to apply equally to sustainability educators, sustainability policy makers, engineers and architects. Legislators and 
bureaucrats are not immune either.
It is no longer good enough to say: ‘I don’t have time,’ or ‘It costs too much,’ or ‘It is all too hard.’ These are 
excuses from a different age. So are comments like: ‘Everyone told me they liked it’; and ‘I thought it went well.’
What are some of the barriers underlying comments like these? Money, time and capacity are the keys. Often, 
they seem to arise from by a lack of understanding of how evaluation is undertaken, more than a lack of 
motivation. Perhaps it is capability not desire. Certainly it is money and time as well, but high quality evaluations 
can cost much less than 5% of the program budget.

Why evaluate?
It does not matter if you are working in policy, education, infrastructure provision, or whether your project is 
large or small, evaluation is possible and desirable. Evaluation is essentially a process of collecting judgments, 
measures or observations about how the program operates and the effect it is having.
When you evaluate, you:

• demonstrate the effects of your program and justify the next one if you evaluate it thoroughly (Looking 
back is called summative evaluation, looking forward is called formative evaluation)

• gain an effective planning tool and build an evaluation framework during the design phase
• promote, establish and support a research-based culture within your organisation
• determine how the program is going along the way. Is it still the right direction?

Structuring your evaluation processes
Most of the time, the problem program managers face is how to structure an evaluation. A sound structure is 
centred on a number of simple but important principles:
 Evaluation is not just the work of specialists: it’s about individuals and groups and refl ecting on and judging  
 our own experiences. Best evaluation is an ongoing process of asking, answering and acting.
 Evaluation is objective: It is best if evaluative information is collected, analysed and reported on by a person  
 who is detached from the program. Evaluation goes beyond simple monitoring and reporting.
 Evaluating behaviour change is diffi cult: OK, but it is not a lot harder than evaluating anything else.
 Evaluation is logical: The ‘logic’ or reasoning process is based on: if you do this, then you expect that to  
 happen; and when that happens, then you expect that to happen, etc. This thinking helps you to check what  
 is to be delivered by the end of the program and whether this will make a difference to the needs that you  
 have identifi ed at the beginning. Essentially, a strong evidence base needs to exist; when we do A (the activity 
 – a local event focusing on water reduction at home) it leads to B (output – people attended the event) which  
 in turn leads to C (the outcome – people who came to the event installed water tanks at home). 
 Evaluation is oriented towards outcomes: The table identifi es the key features of a model called Program  
 Logic and provides a worked example. Those who want to delve into it in more depth, see: Purposeful  
 Program Theory: Effective Use of Theories of Change and Logic Models by Sue Funnell and Patricia Rogers.  
 In clearly identifying each outcome, the program manager can determine the evaluation question/s related 
 to this outcome – what they want to know/what evidence is needed. Who has the data and how it will be  
 collected can also be clarifi ed. If we get this together, collecting the data and evaluating the activity is easy.
Have a go at undertaking an evaluation, you will learn a lot and enjoy it.



Outcome Evaluation Questions Who Has the Data? How will the data be 
collected?

Ultimate Level
Reduced water use at 
home by householders 
in St Marys.

Is there evidence of 
reduced water use at 
home in this suburb 
because of the program?

Householders in St Marys
The local water authority

Audit water use of 100 
households in St Marys’ 
quarterly for 12 months 
(water bills).
Obtain data for water 
use across the whole of 
St Marys on a quarterly 
basis from the local water 
authority.

Intermediate Level
Increased installation 
of water tanks and low 
fl ow shower heads.

What evidence is there 
that increased installation 
of water saving devices is 
occurring?

Householders in St Marys Audit 100 households in 
St Marys regarding the 
number who were reached 
by the program (recalled 
it) and the numbers who 
installed new tanks and 
shower heads.

Immediate Level
Improved knowledge 
of householders in St 
Marys about how to 
reduce water.

Is there evidence that the 
community’s knowledge is 
improving?

Householders in St Marys Attendance levels at 
events run within the 
program.
Measure of degree of 
interest in the topic from 
attendees
Pre and post survey of 
those who attended the 
event.

Telling people the ‘good news’ 

Grahame Collier – WME, November 2012
The fi nal installment in a series of articles about evaluating behaviour shift, Grahame Collier looks at how to 
communicate the results of successful campaigns.
So often we have ‘good news’ following the evaluation of work we have done, but we don’t tell anyone, or we 
don’t tell the right people, or we don’t say it loudly enough. The next job overtakes our good intentions about 
reporting on outcomes and the ‘good news,’ or even the ‘not so good news’ does not get out there.

Why should we provide ‘good news’?
Reporting the ‘good news’ gives our efforts credibility, our management hierarchy and/or funder’s certainty, and 
our target groups and stakeholders feedback. Often it gives us a sense of a job well done and the motivation and 
input required to move to the next step. It demonstrates movement towards sustainability outcomes as well.



Why don’t we report ‘good news’?
Part of the problem is time. For most of us, the world of work moves at such a fast pace that we are juggling four, 
fi ve or more activities/projects at any one time. Taking time to report is such a challenge.
If this is the situation that you are in, then it would be wise to allocate one hour per week in your diary to focus on 
evaluation actions. It might be writing a staff notice, a brief to your executive, or a press release. One hour can 
make a real difference. The best way to report evaluation results might be by simple, meaningful ‘one liners’.
Part of the problem is intent. If we don’t value evaluation highly, or if our organisation does not value it, then we 
don’t do it. The results of our efforts seem less important than the doing.
If your problem is intent, consider why you thought the project was worth doing. Ask yourself what is the most 
important thing you can say to the most important person/group of people about what has been achieved in this 
project? Say that often enough and it will begin to become a norm for you and the organisation that you work in.
Part of the problem is the external drivers, or the lack of them. For many organisations evaluation is undertaken 
well and results are reported on effectively when there is a strong external driver pushing it; for example it would 
seem that programs funded through external grants are often evaluated better than those that are in-house. 
This relates to another part of the problem. What data is available? If you don’t have evidence you can’t report it.
Organisations that are smart about evaluation and reporting will have a base level protocol to identify which (all 
or perhaps many/some) activities are evaluated and reported upon. This is desirable but maybe not the norm for 
your organisation.
Part of the problem is simply ‘how do we report?’ and ‘who to?’ Often with limited time and resources we need to 
make smart choices about how we approach these questions.

Who do we report to?
Some of the options listed below vary depending on the nature of your project. Only large projects or those that 
are of high strategic importance require reporting to all/most of the following: the boss (line manager and/or 
CEO); the funder (internal/external); elected offi cials (minister/councillors) - government projects; shareholders - 
business projects; stakeholders; target population of the project; the community (specifi c population group; local 
community; and/or the broader community); peers/colleagues; and others doing similar work (internal or external 
to your organisation).
In organisations that are reporting savvy, decisions will be made early about who needs to be reported to about 
what. Knowing who we are reporting to will inform the data we collect and the way we collect it.

How we report
Clearly we need to report internally and externally, and both methods will be structured within the communication 
protocols of your organisation. When reporting internally, you might consider using the following means of 
communication to augment more formal communication:

• Using signs in appropriate offi ce locations to give results – did you know that in project… we achieved…
• Running a lunch-time seminar to tell colleagues the results - bring your lunch and fi nd out about….
• Setting up a ‘good news’ notice board where constant updates of good news can be displayed.
• Using email, facebook or twitter to tell colleagues and management ‘good news.’

The table below contains some comments and hints for reporting externally; through the media, in ‘journal type’ 
articles and through a formal project report.



Reporting through the media Reporting through
journals/articles

Reporting by formal reports

Reporting through media (often 
local community print media) 
is common. It provides an 
opportunity to tell stakeholders and 
the target what is happening. But 
it is short term in its accessibility – 
most stories have a one day life, 
and it is limited in its depth. Be 
aware of this and provide specifi c 
quotes that can be used. 

Reporting though more formal 
means has its own challenges. 
In the main these relate to the 
time it takes to get reports/results 
published and the hoops that 
the journal puts in the way of 
this process. For more academic 
publications they relate to 
referencing, sourcing of material 
and rigor of process/peer reviewing 
etc. these are essential protocols 
for this type of publication.

Often these are necessary, but 
who reads them anyway? Perhaps 
your boss and someone from the 
funding body, if you are working on 
an externally funded project.

Good news stories are often hard 
to get published. They work best 
when real people are quoted (with 
photos if possible), doing real 
things.

Often journals are a good way of 
reporting to colleagues but they 
are not useful in reporting to the 
community or stakeholders.

It is advisable that every report 
includes a ‘highlights’ page or 
two. This is often read and can be 
reproduced.

Often the media don’t report the 
full story or they put their own 
spin on it. Be aware that this is an 
important reporting mechanism but 
often an imperfect one. 

It may be that newsletters and 
other less formal publications, like 
WME are a better option.

There is an art to writing formal 
reports so that they are interesting 
and weave a story that is both 
useful and rigorous.

Using Data
Sometimes providing just one piece of data works, as the following examples demonstrate:

• ‘Because we ran that program with local schools, the community use of triple A rated showerheads has 
increased by 43%.’

• ‘Our offi ce is now composting on average 33kilos of waste food products per day, this previously just 
went into the lunch room waste bins.’

• ‘100% of staff use both sides of the paper when printing/copying draft material.’

Conclusion
Reporting the ‘good news’ following evaluation of our projects is valuable, to show that our work is worthwhile to 
the people that it affects, and to provide credibility and authority to our efforts.


